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Abstract. In this paper, we define a new cosine similari-

ty between two interval valued neutrosophic sets based 

on Bhattacharya’s distance [19]. The notions of interval 

valued neutrosophic sets (IVNS, for short) will be used 

as vector representations in 3D-vector space. Based on 

the comparative analysis of the existing similarity 

measures for IVNS, we find that our proposed similarity 

measure is better and more robust. An illustrative exam-

ple of the pattern recognition shows that the proposed 

method is simple and effective. 
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1. Introduction

The neutrsophic sets (NS), pioneered by F. 
Smarandache [1],  has been studied and applied in different 
fields, including  decision making problems  [2, 3, 4 , 5, 
23], databases [6-7], medical diagnosis problems [8] , to-
pology [9], control theory [10], Image processing 
[11,12,13] and so on. The character of NSs is that the val-
ues of its membership  function,  non-membership function 
and indeterminacy function are subsets. The concept of 
neutrosophic sets generalizes the following concepts: the 
classic set, fuzzy set, interval valued fuzzy set, Intuitionistic 
fuzzy set, and interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy set and so 
on, from a philosophical point of view. Therefore, Wang et 
al [14] introduced an instance of neutrosophic sets  known 
as single valued neutrosophic sets (SVNS), which were mo-
tivated from the practical point of view and that can be used 
in real scientific and engineering application,  and provide 
the set theoretic operators and various properties of SVNSs. 
However, in many applications, due to lack of knowledge 
or data about the problem domains, the decision infor-
mation may be provided with intervals, instead of real 
numbers. Thus, interval valued neutrosophic sets (IVNS), 
as a useful generation of NS, was introduced by Wang et al 
[15], which is characterized by a membership function, 
non-membership function and an indeterminacy function, 
whose values are intervals rather than real numbers. Also, 
the interval valued neutrosophic set can represent uncertain, 
imprecise, incomplete and inconsistent information which 
exist in the real world. As an important extension of NS, 
IVNS has many applications in real life [16, 17].  

Many methods have been proposed for measuring the 
degree of similarity between neutrosophic set,  S. Broumi 
and F. Smarandache [22] proposed several definitions of 
similarity measure between NS.  P. Majumdar and S.K. 
Samanta [21] suggested some new methods for measuring 
the similarity between neutrosophic set. However, there is a 
little investigation on the similarity measure of IVNS, alt-
hough some method on measure of similarity between in-

tervals valued neutrosophic sets have been presented in [5] 
recently.  

Pattern recognition has been one of the fastest growing 
areas during the last two decades because of its usefulness 
and fascination. In pattern recognition, on the basis of the 
knowledge of known pattern, our aim is to classify the un-
known pattern. Because of the complex and uncertain na-
ture of the problems. The problem pattern recognition is 
given in the form of interval valued neutrosophic sets. 

In this paper, motivated by the cosine similarity meas-
ure based on Bhattacharya’s distance [19], we propose a 
new method called “cosine similarity measure for interval 
valued neutrosophic sets. Also the proposed and existing 
similarity measures are compared to show that the proposed 
similarity measure is more reasonable than some similarity 
measures. The proposed similarity measure is applied to 
pattern recognition 

This paper is organized as follow: In section 2 some basic 
definitions of neutrosophic set, single valued neutrosophic 
set, interval valued neutrosophic set and cosine similarity 
measure are presented briefly.  In section 3, cosine similari-
ty measure of interval valued neutrosophic sets and their 
proofs are introduced. In section 4, results of the proposed 
similarity measure and existing similarity measures are 
compared .In section 5, the proposed similarity measure is 
applied to deal with the problem related to medical diagno-
sis. Finally we conclude the paper. 

2. Preliminaries

This section gives a brief overview of the concepts of 
neutrosophic set, single valued neutrosophic set, interval 
valued neutrosophic set and cosine similarity measure. 

2.2 Neutrosophic Sets 

Definition 2.1 [1] 
Let U be an universe of discourse then the neutrosophic 

set A is an object having the form  
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A = {< x: )(xTA , )(xI A , )(xFA >, x U}, where the 

functions T, I, F : U→ ]−0, 1+[  define respectively the de-
gree of membership (or Truth) , the degree of indetermina-
cy, and the degree of non-membership (or Falsehood) of the 
element x  U to the set A with the condition.  

−0 ≤ )(xTA + )(xI A + )(xFA ≤3+
.  (1) 

From philosophical point of view, the neutrosophic set 
takes the value from real standard or non-standard subsets 
of ]−0, 1+[. So instead of] −0, 1+[ we need to take the inter-
val [0, 1] for technical applications, because ]−0, 1+[will be 
difficult to apply in the real applications  such as in scien-
tific and engineering problems.  

        For two NS, NSA  = {<x, )(xTA , )(xI A , )(xFA > | 

xX } 

And NSB  = {<x, )(xTB , )(xIB , )(xFB > | xX >the 

two relations are defined as follows: 

(1) NSA   NSB If and only if )(xTA   )(xTB , )(xI A

)(xIB , )(xFA   )(xFB  for any  x X. 

(2) NSA  = NSB  if and only if )(xTA = )(xTB , )(xI A

= )(xIB , )(xFA  = )(xFB  for any  x X. 

2.3.Single Valued Neutrosophic Sets 

Definition 2.3 [14] 
Let X be a space of points (objects) with generic ele-

ments in X denoted by x. An SVNS A in X is characterized 

by a truth-membership function )(xTA , an indeterminacy-

membership function )(xI A , and a falsity-membership 

function )(xFA ,  for each point x in X,  )(xTA , )(xI A , 

)(xFA   [0, 1]. 

When X is continuous, an SVNS A can be written as 

A= Xx
x

xFxIxT

X

AAA 


 ,
)(),(),(

 (2) 

    When X is discrete, an SVNS A can be written as 

A= Xx
x

xFxIxT
i

n
i

i

iAiAiA 


 ,
)(),(),(

 (3)        

For two SVNS, SVNSA  = {<x, )(xTA , )(xI A , )(xFA > | x 

X } 

And SVNSB  ={<x, )(xTA , )(xI A , )(xFA > | x X }the two 

relations are defined as follows: 

(1) SVNSA  SVNSB if and only if )(xTA  )(xTB

)(xI A  )(xIB , )(xFA  )(xFB

(2) SVNSA  = SVNSB  if and only if )(xTA = )(xTB , )(xI A

= )(xIB , )(xFA  = )(xFB  for any  x X. 

2.4 Interval Valued Neutrosophic Sets 

Definition  2.4 [15] 
Let X be a space of points (objects) with generic elements 
in X denoted by x. An interval valued neutrosophic set (for 

short IVNS) A in X is characterized by truth-membership 
function )(xTA , indeteminacy-membership function )(xI A

and falsity-membership function )(xFA . For each point x 
in X, we have that )(xTA , )(xI A , )(xFA    [0, 1] . 

For two IVNS, INSA  ={<x, [ )(xT L
A , )(xT U

A ] , 

[ )(xI L
A , )(xIU

A ],[ )(xF L
A , )(xFU

A ]> | x X } 

And INSB = {<x, ={<x, [ )(xT L
B , )(xT U

B ] , 

[ )(xI L
B , )(xI U

B ],[ )(xF L
B , )(xFU

B ]> | x X }>|x X } the 

two relations are defined as follows: 

(1) INSA    INSB if and only if )(xT L
A   )(xT L

B , )(xT U
A   

)(xT U
B , )(xI L

A   )(xI L
B , )(xF L

A  )(xFB  , )(xFU
A 

)(xFU
B . 

(2) INSA  = INSB  if and only if  , )(xT L
A = )(xT L

B , 

)(xT U
A = )(xT U

B , )(xI L
A = )(xI L

B , 

)(xI U
A = )(xI U

B , )(xF L
A = )(xF L

B , )(xFU
A  = )(xFU

B  for any 

x X. 

2.5 Cosine Similarity 

Definition 2.5 
Cosine similarity is a fundamental angle-based measure 

of similarity between two vectors of n dimensions using the 
cosine of the angle between them Candan and Sapino [20]. 
It measures the similarity between two vectors based only 
on the direction, ignoring the impact of the distance be-
tween them. Given two vectors of attributes, X= 

( 1x , 2x ,…, nx ) and Y= ( 1y , 2y ,…, ny ), the cosine similari-

ty, cosθ, is represented using a dot product and magnitude 
as 

Cosθ=









n

i
i

n

i
i

n

i
ii

yx

yx

22

  (4) 

In vector space, a cosine similarity measure based on 
Bhattacharya’s distance [19] between two fuzzy set 

)( iA x  and )( iB x  defined as follows: 
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),( BACF  = 









n
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iB

n

i
iA

n

i
iBiA

xx

xx

22 )()(
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   (5) 

The cosine of the angle between the vectors is within 
the values between 0 and 1. 

In 2-D vector space, J. Ye [18] defines cosine similarity 
measure between IFS as follows: 

),( BACIFS  =

















n

i
iBviB

n

i
iAiA

n

i
iBiAiBiA

xxxx

xxxx

2222 )()()()(

)()()()(





   (6) 

 III . Cosine Similarity Measure for Interval Valued 

Neutrosophic Sets. 
The existing cosine similarity measure is defined as the 

inner product of these two vectors divided by the product of 
their lengths. The cosine similarity measure is the cosine of 
the angle between the vector representations of the two 
fuzzy sets. The cosine similarity measure is a classic meas-
ure used in information retrieval and is the most widely re-
ported measures of vector similarity [19]. However, to the 
best of our Knowledge, the existing cosine similarity 
measures does not deal with interval valued neutrosophic 
sets. Therefore, to overcome this limitation in this section, a 
new cosine similarity measure between interval valued neu-
trosophic sets is proposed in 3-D vector space. 

Let A be an  interval valued neutrosophic sets in a universe 
of discourse X ={x}, the interval valued neutrosophic sets 

is characterized by the interval of membership  [
L

AT , 
U
AT ] 

,the interval degree of non-membership [
L

AF , 
U
AF ] and the 

interval degree of indeterminacy [
L
AI , 

U
AI ] which can be 

considered as a vector representation  with the three ele-
ments. Therefore, a cosine similarity measure for interval 
neutrosophic sets is proposed in an analogous manner to the 
cosine similarity measure proposed by J. Ye [18]. 

Definition 3.1 :Assume that there are two interval neutro-

sophic sets A and B in X  ={ 1x , 2x ,…, nx } Based on the ex-

tension measure for fuzzy sets, a cosine similarity measure 

between interval valued neutrosophic sets A and B is pro-

posed as  follows: 

.
)()()()()()(1

),(
222222 ))(())(())(())(())(())((1 iBiBiBiAiAiA xFxIxTxFxIxT

iBiAiBiAiBiA
n

i
N

xFxFxIxIxTxT

n
BAC




 

 (7) 

Where 

)( iA xT = )( i
L
A xT + )( i

U
A xT  , )( iB xT = )( i

L
B xT + )( i

U
B xT

)( iA xI = )( i
L
A xI + )( i

U
A xI  , )( iB xI = )( i

L
B xI + )( i

U
B xI

And )( iA xF = )( i
L
A xF + )( i

U
A xF , 

)( iB xF = )( i
U
B xF + )( i

U
B xF

Proposition 3.2 

Let A and B be interval valued neutrosophic sets then 

i. 0  ),( BACN    1 

ii. ),( BACN  = ),( ABCN

iii. ),( BACN  = 1  if A= B i.e 

)( i
L

A xT = )( i
L

B xT , )( i
U
A xT = )( i

U
B xT

)( i
L
A xI = )( i

L
B xI , )( i

U
A xI = )( i

U
B xI and 

)( i
L
A xF = )( i

L
B xF , )( i

U
A xF = )( i

U
B xF  for  i=1,2,…., n 

Proof : (i) it is obvious that the proposition is true 
according to the cosine valued 

(ii) it is obvious that the proposition is true. 
(iii) when A =B, there are 

)( i
L

A xT = )( i
L

B xT , )( i
U
A xT = )( i

U
B xT

)( i
L
A xI = )( i

L
B xI , )( i

U
A xI = )( i

U
B xI and 

)( i
L

A xF = )( i
L

B xF , )( i
U
A xF = )( i

U
B xF  for  i=1,2,…., n 

, So there is ),( BACN  = 1 
If we consider the weights of each element ix , a weighted 
cosine similarity measure between IVNSs A and B is given 
as follows: 

.
)()()()()()(1

),(
222222 ))(())(())(())(())(())((1 iBiBiBiAiAiA xFxIxTxFxIxT

iBiAiBiAiBiA
n

i
iWN

xFxFxIxIxTxT
w

n
BAC




 

(8) 

Where iw  ,i =1,2,…,n ,and  


n

i
iw

1

 =1. 

If we take iw  = 
n

1
 , i =1,2,…,n , then there is  ),( BACWN  

= ),( BACN . 

The weighted cosine similarity measure between two 
IVNSs A and B also satisfies the  following properties: 

i. 0   ),( BACWN    1 

ii. ),( BACWN  = ),( ABCWN  

iii. ),( BACWN  = 1  if A= B i.e 

 )( i
L

A xT = )( i
L

B xT , )( i
U
A xT = )( i

U
B xT

)( i
L
A xI = )( i

L
B xI , )( i

U
A xI = )( i

U
B xI and 

)( i
L
A xF = )( i

L
B xF , )( i

U
A xF = )( i

U
B xF  for  i=1,2,…., n 

Proposition 3.3 

Let the distance measure of the angle as d(A,B)= arcos 

),( BACN ,then it satisfies the following properties. 

i. d(A, B)     0,  if  0   ),( BACN    1 
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ii. d(A, B) = arcos( ) = 0,  if ),( BACN = 1 

iii. d(A, B) = d( B, A) if  ),( BACN  =  ),( ABCN

iv. d(A, C)    d(A, B) + d( B, C)  if  A   B   C for

any interval valued neutrosophic sets C. 
Proof : obviously, d(A,B) satisfies the (i) – (iii). In the 

following , d(A,B) will be proved to satisfy the (iv). 

For any  C = { ix }, A   B   C since Eq (7) is the sum 

of terms. Let us consider the distance measure of the angle 
between vectors: 

id (A( ix ), B( ix )) = arcos( NC (A( ix ), B( ix )), 

id (B( ix ), C( ix )) = arcos( NC (B( ix ), C( ix )), and 

id (A( ix ), C( ix )) = arcos( NC (A( ix ), C( ix )),, for  i=1, 

2, .., n, where 

.

))(())(())(())(())(())((

)()()()()()(

1

1
),(

222222
iBiBiBiAiAiA xFxIxTxFxIxT

ixBFixAFixBIixAIixBTixATn

i
n

BANC
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1
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i
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       (11) 

For three vectors 

A( ix )= < ix , [ )( i
L

A xT , )( i
U
A xT ], [ )( i

L
A xI , )( i

U
A xI ], 

[ )( i
L

A xF , )( i
U
A xF ] > 

B( ix ) = < [ )( i
L

B xT , )( i
U
B xT ], [ )( i

L
B xI , )( i

U
b xI ], 

[ )( i
L

B xF , )( i
U
B xF ]  > 

C( ix ) = < [ )( i
L

C xT , )( i
U
C xT ], [ )( i

L
C xI , )( i

U
C xI ], 

[ )( i
L

C xF , )( i
U
C xF ]  > in a plane 

If A( ix ) B ( ix )  C ( ix ) (i =1, 2,…, n), then it is obvi-

ous that  d(A( ix ), C( ix ))   d( A( ix ), B( ix )) + d(B( ix ), 

C( ix )), According to the triangle inequality. Combining 

the inequality with E.q (7),  we can obtain  d(A, C)   d(A, 
B) + d(B, C). Thus, d(A,B) satisfies the property (iv). So we
have finished the proof. 

IV. Comparison of New  Similarity Measure  with the
Existing Measures. 

 Let A and B be two interval  neutrosophic set in the 

universe of discourse X={ 1x , 2x ,…, nx }. For the cosine 

similarity and the existing similarity measures of interval 
valued neutrosophic sets introduced in [5, 21], they are 
listed as follows: 

Pinaki’s similarity I [21] 

PIS = 

      

      
.

)()(max)()(max)()(max

)()(min)()(min)()(min

1

1

 

 





n

i
iBiAiBiAiBiA

n

i
iBiAiBiAiBiA

xFxFxIxIxTxT

xFxFxIxIxTxT

   (12) 

Also ,P. Majumdar [21] proposed weighted similarity 
measure for neutrosophic set  as follows: 

PIIS =

),(

))()()()()()((

222222 )()()()()()(

1

iBiBiBiAiAiA xFxIxT
i

xTxTxT
i

iBiAiBiAiBiA

n

i
i

wwMax

xFxFxIxIxTxTw







          (13) 

Where, PIS , PIIS  denotes Pinaki’s similarity I and Pinaki’s 

similarity II 
Ye’s similarity [5] is defined as the following: 

yeS  (A, B) = 1- 




























)(sup)(sup)(inf)(inf

)(sup)(sup)(inf)(inf

)(sup)(sup)(inf)(inf

1

iBiAiBiA

iBiAiBiA

iBiAiBiA
n

i
i

xFxFxFxF

xIxIxixI

xTxTxTxT

w

 (14) 

Example 1: 

Let A = {<x, (0.2, 0.2 0.3)>}  and B= {<x, (0.5, 0.2 0.5)>} 

Pinaki similarity I  = 0.58      

Pinaki similarity II (with iw =1) = 0.29 

Ye similarity (with iw =1) = 0.83 

Cosine similarity ),( BACN  = 0.95 

Example 2: 

Let  A= {<x, ([0.2, 0.3], [0.5, 0.6] ,[ 0.3, 0.5])>} and B{<x, 
([0.5, 0.6], [0.3, 0.6] ,[0.5, 0.6])>}     

Pinaki similarty I = NA 

Pinaki similarty II (with iw  =1) = NA 

Ye similarity (with iw  =1) =0.81 

Cosine similarity ),( BACN = 0.92 

On the basis of computational study. J.Ye [5] have shown 
that their measure is more effective and reasonable .A simi-
lar kind of study with the help of the proposed new measure 
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based on the cosine similarity, has been done and it is found 
that the obtained results are more refined and accurate. It 
may be observed from the example 1 and 2 that the values 

of similarity measures are more closer to 1 with ),( BACN  

,the proposed similarity measure. This implies that we may 
be more deterministic for correct diagnosis and proper 
treatment. 

V. Application of Cosine Similarity Measure for Inter-
val Valued Neutrosophic Numbers to Pattern Recogni-
tion 

In order to demonstrate the application of the proposed 
cosine similarity measure for  interval valued  neutrosophic 
numbers to pattern recognition, we discuss the medical 
diagnosis problem as follows: 
For example the patient reported temperature claiming that 
the patient has temperature between 0.5 and 0.7  severity 

/certainty, some how it is between 0.2 and 0.4 
indeterminable if temperature is cause or the effect of his 
current  disease. And it between 0.1 and 0.2 sure that 
temperature has no relation with his main disease. This 
piece of information about one patient  and one symptom 
may be written as: 

(patient , Temperature) = <[0.5, 0.7], [0.2 ,0.4], [0.1, 0.2]> 
(patient , Headache)  = < [0.2, 0.3], [0.3 ,0.5], [0.3, 0.6]> 
(patient , Cough)   =  <[0.4, 0.5], [0.6 ,0.7], [0.3, 0.4]> 

Then,  P = {< 1x ,  [0.5, 0.7], [0.2 ,0.4], [0.1, 0.2] >, < 

2x , [0.2, 0.3], [0.3, 0.5], [0.3, 0.6] > ,< 3x , [0.4, 0.5], 

[0.6 ,0.7], [0.3, 0.4]>} 

And each diagnosis iA  ( i=1, 2, 3)   can  also be represented 

by interval valued neutrosophic numbers with respect to all 
the symptoms as follows: 

= {< 1x , [0.5, 0.6], [0.2 ,0.3], [0.4, 0.5] >, < 2x , [0.2 , 

0.6 ], [0.3 ,0.4 ], [0.6 , 0.7]>,< 3x , [0.1, 0.2 ], [0.3 ,0.6 ], 

[0.7, 0.8]>} 

= {< 1x , [0.4, 0.5], [0.3, 0.4], [0.5, 0.6] >, < 2x  , [0.3, 

0.5 ], [0.4 ,0.6 ], [0.2, 0.4]> , < 3x , [0.3, 0.6 ], [0.1, 0.2], 

[0.5, 0.6]>} 

= {< 1x , [0.6, 0.8], [0.4 ,0.5], [0.3, 0.4]>, < 2x  , [0.3, 0.7 

], [0.2, 0.3], [0.4, 0.7]> ,< 3x , [0.3, 0.5 ], [0.4, 0.7 ], [0.2, 

0.6]>} 

Our aim is to classify the pattern P in one of the classes 

1A , 2A , 3A .According to the recognition principle of max-

imum degree of similarity measure between interval valued 

neutrosophic numbers, the process of diagnosis  kA  to pa-

tient P is derived according to 

 k =  arg Max{ ),( PAC iN )} 

from the previous formula (7) , we can compute the co-

sine similarity between iA  (i=1, 2, 3) and P as follows; 

),( 1 PACN =0.8988, ),( 2 PACN =0.8560, ),( 3 PACN

=0.9654 

Then, we can assign the patient to diagnosis 3A  (Typoid) 

according to recognition of principal. 

VI. Conclusions.

In this paper a cosine  similarity measure between two and 

weighted interval valued neutrosophic sets is proposed. 

The results of the proposed similarity measure and existing 

similarity measure are compared. Finally, the proposed 

cosine similarity measure is applied to pattern recognition. 
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